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In Karen Marie Moning's latest installment of the epic number one New York Times best-selling

Fever series, Mac, Barrons, Ryodan, and Jada are back - and the stakes have never been higher

and the chemistry has never been hotter. Hurtling us into a realm of labyrinthine intrigue and

consummate seduction, Feverborn is a riveting tale of ancient evil, lust, betrayal, forgiveness, and

the redemptive power of love. When the immortal Fae destroyed the ancient wall dividing the worlds

of Man and Faery, the very fabric of the universe was damaged, and now Earth is vanishing bit by

bit. Only the long-lost Song of Making - a haunting, dangerous melody that is the source of life itself

- can save the planet. But those who seek the mythic song must contend with old wounds and new

enemies, passions that burn hot and hunger for vengeance that runs deep. The challenges are

many: the Keltar at war with nine immortals who've secretly ruled Dublin for eons, Mac and Jada

hunted by the masses, the Seelie queen nowhere to be found, and the most powerful Unseelie

prince in all creation determined to rule both Fae and Man. Now the task of solving the ancient

riddle of the Song of Making falls to a band of deadly warriors divided among - and within -

themselves. Once a normal city possessing a touch of ancient magic, Dublin is now a treacherously

magical city with only a touch of normal. And on those war-torn streets, Mac will come face-to-face

with her most savage enemy yet: herself.
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Iâ€™m speechless. As in I donâ€™t know where to start â€“ not that the book wasnâ€™t good!



Iâ€™m OVERCOME by so many emotions and so many feels, itâ€™s like WOW! There are very few

authors I hold in high esteem, and Karen Marie Moning is definitely one of them. I will start off by

saying Feverborn is an improvement from the previous novel Burned and I do have my reasons for

saying this, which I will explain further on. Reading a Fever Novel, if youâ€™re as obsessed with the

series as I am, is like coming home after a year (or longer, depending how much time passes

between book releases). You miss the characters, you miss their thoughts, their personalities, you

miss their witty replies, you miss being in their head, and you end up clinging to every page (I know I

did). All I know is Iâ€™m anxious to share my thoughts and anxious for the next book! (I swear every

time I read the next book in the series it just makes me want to read the series from the beginning

â€“ itâ€™s just THAT good).The black holes that have been popping around the city are becoming a

problem. One wrong move and you could be swallowed into oblivion. Now Mac, Barrons, Jada,

Ryodan, and the rest of the gang need to find a way to stop them from growing and swallowing the

world whole. But they have other problems to face. Unlikely alliances and secrets may make or

break relationships. Mac and Jada are going to have to learn to trust and work with each other

again, and Mac is going to have to learn to forgive herself before she can ever move on. Meanwhile,

Jada has her own issues to deal with â€“ being home, being surrounded by the people she used to

look up to, she is an all powerful butt-kicking sidhe-seer now and yet they all look at her as if

sheâ€™s a child or different somehow.

Reviewed by Annie and posted at Under The Covers Book BlogIf youâ€™re reading this and

havenâ€™t read the other books in the series, SHAME ON YOU! But also, if youâ€™re

contemplating on starting this series by reading this review be warned that some events that could

be considered spoilery may be mentioned in this review. Youâ€™ve been warned.First off, I want to

say that every time I pick up a Karen Marie Moning book I am once again reminded of how epic this

world is. Not only is Moningâ€™s writing gripping and all-consuming, but her characters simply leap

off the pages of this book. There are characters in this series that you may love or you may hate

deeply. More often then not, youâ€™ll grow frustrated with something a character does in this series

but I always like to remind people, there is still more to come. The story isnâ€™t finished yet and you

will get your answers. Perhaps you may even change your mind about certain characters.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Moning can make you feel a full range of emotions when

reading her books.As I read FEVERBORN, I grew crazed. I started talking to myself, whispering,

â€œOh my godâ€• over and over as I read certain scenes. Despite the current predicament Mac is in

with humans the trying to kill her and the whole black hole mess they need to clean up, Mac is



stronger than ever. Surprisingly, her relationship with Barrons is even more so. For all you readers

who have been wanting Moning to explore more of the romance between Mac and Barrons

throughout the series, she does in this one. She gives us those raw moments, those infuriating ones

but she also delivers on those steamy ones. Hell, Iâ€™m getting all hot just thinking about it

again!The big change she made in the last book with Dani is fully explored in this one.
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